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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MISTRAS Receives Safety Award
from Sunoco Marcus Hook Refinery
Princeton Junction, NJ – May, 2011 – MISTRAS Group, Inc. is proud to announce the receipt of the Sunoco
Safety Award for their exceptional safety performance at the Sunoco Marcus Hook refinery.
The award was presented based on work performed in 2010 by NDT inspectors from MISTRAS' Northeast
Regional office in Trainer, Pa. The MISTRAS team obtained an Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) recordable rating of less than 0.37 while doing contracted work within Sunoco Marcus Hook. Weekly
safety audits and quarterly safety meetings are used to evaluate employees throughout the year to determine if
the company qualifies for the award.
“We are extremely pleased to have received this award. All of us here at the MISTRAS Services Philadelphia lab
have put a lot of emphasis on workplace safety and through the focus and dedication of our field services and
management group; we have been able to achieve the goal of zero OSHA recordable injuries,” said Collin Eckerd,
General Manager for the Trainer Lab of MISTRAS Services. “Safety is the job of all of our employees, and through
raised awareness and good communication, we can better ensure an injury free workplace. Congratulations for
a job well done!”
About MISTRAS Group:
MISTRAS is a leading “one source” global provider of technology-enabled asset protection solutions used to
evaluate the structural integrity of critical energy, industrial and public infrastructure. Mission critical services
and solutions are delivered globally and provide customers the ability to extend the useful life of their assets,
improve productivity & profitability, comply with government safety and environmental regulations and
enhance risk management operational decisions.
MISTRAS uniquely combines its industry-leading products and technologies - 24/7 on-line monitoring of critical
assets; mechanical integrity (MI) and non-destructive testing (NDT) services; and its proprietary world class data
warehousing & analysis software- to provide comprehensive and competitive products, systems and services
solutions from a single source provider.
For more information, please visit the company’s website at www.mistrasgroup.com or contact their worldwide
headquarters at 609-716-4000.
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